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Logical Effort Techniqus

shows how many stages of logic are required 
for the fastest implementation
of any given logic function



estimate 

* delays through logic cascades

* scaling information

for minimum delay designs 

the logical effort g 

referenced to the 1X reference inverter

with input capacitance Cref
and transistor resitance Rref



to deliver the same current
as the reference inverter does

arbitrary gate 

Scale for the same current I

make it bigger by a factor of S

reference 
inverter 





gate

parasitic

After scaling by S

arbitrary gate 



delay proportional to time constant

arbitrary gate 

reference 
inverter 
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Electrical Effort









the logical effort of an inverter is one

how much worse it is than an inverter 
at producing output current, 
given an equivalent amount of input capacitance

depends mainly on its circuit topology
slightly on the electrical properties

captures the effect of the logic gate's topology 
on its ability to produce output current

independent of the size of the transistors

electrical effort describes 

how the electrical environment of the logic gate 
affects performance and

how the size of the transistors in the gate 
determines its load-driving capability

as a ratio of transistor width rather than actual capacitances

Logical Effort: Designing for Speed on the Back of an Envelop
Ivan E. Sutherland
Robert F. Sproull 
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Normalized Delay

scale for the
same current I

What is  g*h ?



Normalized Delay



ref inverter

ideal inverter  : 
no parasitic delay

time constant 
before scaling by S

arbitrary gate





What is  p ?



scale for the
same current I
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Path Effort

Total Path Delay

Path Logical Effort

Path Electrical Effort










